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Abstract: 

We apply natural language processing techniques to infer sen ment expressed in FOMC 
mee ngs. The sample period covers the Great Recession and its a ermath (2003-2012). We  
infer mee ngs’ tone implemen ng large language models (BERT, NLI, ChatGPT) and tradi onal 
dic onary methods (Loughran & MacDonald 2011, Aromí 2020). Sugges ng policymakers are 
advantageously informed, we find that tone in FOMC mee ngs an cipates media sen ment, 
consumers’ confidence, and financial market dynamics. Furthermore, mee ngs’ tone also 
an cipates growth forecast errors from Fed staff and private sector analysts. The findings are 
robust to changes in text processing methodologies and show a persistent an cipatory ability 
that extends over mul ple quarters. We observe that, despite some discrepancies and 
evidence of underreac on, the tone of FOMC is closely replicated in mee ngs’ minutes. Our 
analysis shows that, despite its availability, analysts fail to incorporate the informa on on 
policymakers’ delibera ons in an adequate manner.  
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1. Introduc on 

A diverse collec on of theore cal and empirical studies in macroeconomics shows an 
growing interest in the beliefs characterizing different economic actors (Malmendier & 
Nagel 2021, Angeletos et al. 2023, Farhi & Werning 2019, Greenwood & Shleifer 2014). 
At the same me, advances in natural language processing (NLP) techniques expand 
our ability to infer subjec ve features in macroeconomic contexts (Heymann & 
Sanguine  1998). These tools can be used to characterize economic assessments by 
key economic actors and describe the way these assessments are communicated. In 
this way, there are new opportuni es to shed light on the ra onale behind 
macroeconomic behavior and advance our understanding of the resul ng 
macroeconomic dynamics. 



In this work we use rich set of NLP techniques to es mate US monetary policymakers’ 
assessments of the economy as reflected by the transcripts of FOMC mee ngs. The 
sample period covers the buildup of the housing bubble, the Great Recession, and its 
a ermath (2003-2012). In this way, we contribute a characteriza on of beliefs 
surrounding one of the most relevant events in macroeconomic history.  

A er inferring the tone of the delibera ons, we use this es mate in a set of forecas ng 
exercises that document the extent to which policymakers are advantageously 
informed. Complementarily, with a focus on transparency of communica on, we 
analyze how this informa on is transmi ed publicly through mee ngs’ minutes. At the 
same me, we use this evalua on to characterize how economic analysts respond to 
the informa on released by policymakers. 

We implement an agnos c NLP methodology that combines tradi onal techniques 
with novel large language models. That is, acknowledging that the performance of 
alterna ve methods is an unknown func on of aspects such as model expressiveness 
and domain exper se, we characterize policymakers’ delibera ons using 5 different 
strategies. We consider two tradi onal dic onary methods that are adapted to the 
economic context (Loughran & MacDonald 2011, Aromí 2020). In addi on, we consider 
3 techniques based on large language models (LLMs). First, we use a finetuned model 
(BERT, Devlin et al. 2018) for sen ment classifica on. Also, we es mate sen ment 
though an LLM that was fine-tuned to perform natural language inference (NLI). Under 
this approach, an LLM is trained to iden fy entailment between pair of sentences, and, 
in this way, it can perform tasks such as text classifica on. Lastly, we use OpenAI’s API 
to classify sen ment through ChatGPT.  

Our findings indica ng that the tone of policymakers’ delibera ons an cipates a rich 
set of indicators that shape macroeconomic and financial dynamics. The tone of 
delibera ons of par cipants in the mee ngs contains informa on about subsequent 
media and consumer sen ment. Expected vola lity and stock market returns are also 
an cipated by mee ngs’ tone.  Addi onally, there is a posi ve associa on between 
tone and subsequent mean revisions in growth forecasts by Fed staff and private 
forecasters. From these findings, we conclude that policymakers seem to have 
informa onal advantage (either through access to informa on that private agents do 
not possess or a compara ve advantage in interpre ng data). Also, we find that a 
substan ve amount of informa on on mee ngs’ tone is transmi ed through wri en 
minutes of the exchange of views. While we find some evidence of lags in 
incorpora ng informa on, the an cipatory ability of tone inferred from minutes is 
similar to that documented in the case of transcripts. On the other hand, we find that 
private professional forecasters fail to incorporate this informa on in their projec ons 
in a mely manner. That is, we document a new instance of ina en on linked to 
informa on provided by policymakers. 

This ar cle is related to a growing literature that uses text analysis techniques in the 
context of monetary policy. An important part of these contribu ons has focused on 
the immediate impact of statements released at the me a policy is announced 
(Gürkaynak et al. 2005, Ehrmann et al. 2020, Cieslak & Schrimpf 2019). Similarly, Apel 
et al. (2022) uses a dic onary approach to es mate the policy instance transmi ed by 
minutes (hawkish vs. dovish) and evaluate its informa on content in terms of the 
future policy decision. With a different focus, Shapiro & Wilson (2022) use FOMC 



mee ngs transcripts to approximate policymakers’ preferences regarding infla on.  
Cieslak & Vissing-Jorgensen (2021) characterize the “Fed put” inspec ng men ons of 
the stock market in FOMC transcripts. Sharpe et al. (2023) use a dic onary approach to 
characterize the informa on content of text in Greenbooks/Tealbooks. These are 
documents produced by Fed staff in prepara on of FOMC mee ngs. Beyond text 
analysis, Gorodnichenko et al. (2023) show that the tone transmi ed by the voice of 
the Chairperson during FOMC press conference contains informa on regarding 
subsequent economic and financial outcomes.  

This ar cle contributes to this literature through several contribu ons. First, we 
provide novel evidence on policymakers’ foresight with a focus on the Great 
Recessions, the biggest economic perturba on since the Great Depression. Second, we 
provide a careful novel evalua on of monetary policymakers’ communica on. 
Complementarily, we establish that public informa on released by monetary 
authori es is not adequately incorporated by professional forecasters. At the same 

me, this ar cle contributes informa ve evidence regarding the performance of 
alterna ve NLP techniques for alterna ve classes of monetary policy documents. 

This ar cle is organized as follows. In the next sec on, we discuss the data and 
methodology. In sec on 3 we present the results on foresight. We analyze 
transparency in sec on 4. Sec on 5 presents concluding remarks. 

 

 

2. Data and methodology 

In this study, we process a corpus of documents related to regular FOMC mee ngs 
spanning the years 2003 to 2012. Each year, 8 regular mee ngs are held, typically 
taking place during the first and last months of each quarter. In these mee ngs, 
par cipants discuss economic and financial condi ons, monetary policy stance, and 
risks related to long-term goals. The par cipants in these discussions comprise the 12 
FOMC members, along with Fed staff and Presidents of Federal Reserve Banks. 
 
The first corpus used in this study correspond to mee ngs’ transcripts. The 80 
transcripts, which cover the sample period, are large documents with an average of 
2713 sentences and 50105 words. There is a me lag of 5 years before this data 
becomes publicly available. 
 
In addi on to the transcripts, we also consider the minutes of these mee ngs for the 
same me span (2003-2012). The average size of these documents amounts to 210 
sentences, totaling around 5726 words. Since 2005, these minutes become publicly 
accessible 3 weeks a er each mee ng. In the previous period, minutes became 
available at the me of the next regular FOMC mee ng. 

In this study, we employ natural language techniques to capture the underlying tone of 
FOMC mee ngs using transcripts and minutes. It is crucial to note that the efficacy of 
NLP in tasks like opinion classifica on depends on various factors such as domain 
exper se, model expressiveness, and corpus features. 



Given the uncertainty surrounding the performance of alterna ve techniques of data 
analysis, we consider five dis nct methods. First, we adopt two conven onal 
dic onary-based approaches. Under this approach, tone quan fica on relies on the 
frequency of specific keywords. The dic onary methods implemented es mate the 
intensity of manifesta on of nega ve tone and uncertainty. The list of 2345 nega ve 
words is a subjec vely curated list tailored to the financial domain and was proposed in 
Loughran & MacDonald (2011). The list of 500 uncertainty-related words was iden fied 
using similarity measures from word embeddings trained on WSJ content, as proposed 
by Aromi (2017, 2020). 

Addi onally, we construct three indicators derived from the outputs of different large 
language models (LLMs). Compared to dic onary methods, LLMs have the benefit of 
being able to interpret words in their context and, in this way, grasp the meaning of 
discourse in a more comprehensive manner. The indices from LLMs are constructed, in 
each case, as follows: 

i. BERT 

One of the employed methodologies involves finetuning Google's BERT (Bidirec onal 
Encoder Representa ons from Transformers). This is a deep neural network that 
implements a network architecture known as transformer. In our exercises, we use 
“bert-base-cased”, a pretrained specifica on of the model with 88 million parameters. 
For the finetuning process, 2000 sentences from the transcripts' corpus were manually 
labeled for sen ment using labels between 1 and 10. These sentences were randomly 
selected to ensure a representa ve sample. The finetuning procedure is implemented 
through the Huggingface "Transformer" library, which offers a comprehensive 
framework for training and adap ng transformer-based models. (Reference: Devlin et 
al., 2018; Huggingface documenta on: 
h ps://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/training). Given a document and the 
corresponding BERT classified set of sentences, the value of the index is equal to the 
average sen ment value for sentences with at least 10 words. 

ii. NLI:  

The concept behind natural language inference (NLI) involves training a language 
model to determine whether a given sentence (premise) implies or contradicts another 
sentence (hypothesis). A dis nc ve a ribute of this approach is its "zero-shot learner" 
capability. This means that the model can perform tasks it hasn't been explicitly trained 
for, such as topic classifica on and sen ment analysis. 

In this implementa on, we employ Facebook's BART, which shares the architecture 
with BERT but comes with op mized training parameters. The finetuning data 
corresponds to the Mul -Genre Natural Language Inference dataset (Mul NLI, 
Williams et al. 2017). This dataset consists of 433k sentence pairs, each labeled for 
entailment or contradic on. This carefully curated dataset is expected to provide an 
adequate performance in a diverse set of contexts. 

We use this model to classify the sen ment of sentences found in FOMC transcripts 
and minutes. We use the sentences to be classified as premise. The hypothesis is given 
by the template “This is an example of [BLANK] sen ment” where the blank space is 
filled by one of three labels: “nega ve”, “posi ve” and “neutral”. Given these inputs, 



the model responds with an output in the form of probabili es assigned to each label. 
Our indicator of sentence sen ment is equal to the difference between the probability 
assigned “posi ve” and “nega ve”. As in the previous case, for each document, the 
value of the index is equal to the average value for document sentences with at least 
10 words. 

 

 

 

Table 1: Sample sentence sen ment classifica on from NLI method (probabili es) 

 

 

iii. ChatGPT 

ChatGPT is a genera ve class of model with 175 billion parameters that has been 
finetuned to follow instruc ons. We access GPT-3.5-turbo using OpenAI’s API and the 
accompanying Python library (h ps://pla orm.openai.com/docs/api-
reference/introduc on). 

We construct a prompt template to get sen ment labels for paragraphs of FOMC’s 
transcripts and minutes. The template we use is the following: 

"The following text between quotes discusses economic policy and macroeconomic 
condi ons:    [[  FOMC TEXT  ]].     Given the previous text, provide a rough es mate of 
its economic sen ment in the form of a number between 1 and 10 (where 1 indicates 
very nega ve and 10 very posi ve). Do not reply with text. That is, just provide a 
number (between 1 and 10) indica ng an es mate of the economic sen ment”. 

As in the previous cases, the tone of the document is given by the average sen ment 
assigned to the frac ons of the document submi ed through the API. 

In this manner, we implement 5 methods to es mate the tone FOMC mee ngs. We 
integrate both tradi onal and contemporary NLP methodologies. In the evalua ons 
presented below, the indices associated of each approach are combined a er 
compu ng z-scores of each metric. The combina on is implemented simply by adding 
the corresponding z-scores. In this way, we obtain three indices: “Tone” (the index that 
combines the 5 methods), “Tone_LLM” (the index that results from combining the 



output of 3 LLM-based es ma ons) and “Tone_Dict” (the combina on of 2 dic onary 
methods). 

It's important to consider that, given the objec ve of the present study, not all content 
within the transcripts may be equally relevant. This could result in introducing noise or 
inadequate weigh ng of different sec ons of the document. To address this concern in 
a simple manner, considering that the current study is centered around a recession 
triggered by a financial crisis, we build an alterna ve set of indicators focusing on 
sen ment of text discussing financial issues. 

This alterna ve set of indices is formulated based solely on sentences classified as 
"finance-related". To iden fy the relevant sentences, in a first stage, they are 
categorized by topic through the applica on of NLI (Natural Language Inference). Out 
of 7 labels, the classifica on includes three financial labels: "finance," "credit market," 
and "asset market". A sentence is deemed "finance-related" if the sum of the 
probability assigned to the three financial topics surpasses the threshold of 0.75. 
Approximately 10% of sentences fall within this category, both in the case of transcripts 
and minutes.  

Figure 1 shows the baseline indicator that combines the informa on resul ng from 5 
different NLP methods applied to the full transcript content. With the exemp on of the 
first three mee ngs that took place around the beginning of the Irak war, in rela ve 
terms, the metric of sen ment is high in the years that precede the financial crisis. It is 
worth no ng that in June 2005 the FOMC mee ng included 5 presenta ons by Fed 
staff in which they discussed the implica ons of developments in the real-estate and 
mortgage markets. In line with the human assessment we carried out for this 
transcript, the posi ve value of the standardized index suggests that, at the me of this 
mee ng, policymakers were not seriously concerned about these developments. 
Approximately 3 years a er, in March 2008, the indicator of tone reaches a minimum 
value of -3 standard devia ons in the context of the failure of Bear Stearns, a large 
broker-dealer. In the subsequent mee ngs the index increases. This is an interes ng 
feature since by many indicators (e.g. expected vola lity, stock indices) the worst part 
of the crisis took place by the end of 2008 and the beginning of 2009. Finally, it is 
worth observing that in the last years of the sample period, average tone is clearly 
lower than that observed in the early part of the sample. 

 



Figure 1: Index of FOMC mee ng tone

 

Notes: Standardized index resul ng from the sum of z-scores of the metrics of FOMC mee ngs’ transcripts 
under the five proposed NLP methodologies (2 dic onary methods and 3 LLMs). 

 

 

2.1 Evalua on of informa on content 

The empirical model employed in this study assesses the informa on content using a 
parsimonious approach. It can be expressed as follows: 

𝑌 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 𝑌 + 𝛽𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑒 + 𝑢                                         (1) 

Where 𝑚 is the mee ng index, the h-mee ng-ahead outcome of interest is 𝑌  and 
𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑒  is a metric of tone. The outcomes of interest considered in this study are: asset 
returns, expected vola lity, media and consumer sen ment, and revisions in growth 
forecasts (Fed staff and private sector). The es mated parameter of interest is 𝛽, that 
is, the es mate of the change in the expected future outcome as a func on of the 
present metric of FOMC mee ng tone. As described above we consider mul ple 
specifica ons of the metric of tone as a func on of the NLP methodology, the FOMC 
type of document or the selec on of text inside each document. 

 

3. Analysis of foresight 

Our study of foresight reveals that the tone within FOMC delibera ons holds predic ve 
value for mul ple indicators of economic and financial condi ons.  For this diverse set 
of relevant indicators, a sta s cally and economically significant an cipatory ability is 
documented. Also, it is worth no ng that the es mated slopes increase with forecast 
horizon. This suggests that the forward-looking informa on is not concentrated in the 



immediate future. On other words, our es ma ons show that FOMC mee ngs’ tone 
an cipates economic news that arrive over the rela vely long- me window.  

First, we consider the an cipa on of sen ment metrics transmi ed by other economic 
actors. We es mate the model reported in equa on 1 for alterna ve specifica ons of 
the tone index. Table 2 shows the es mated slope for the tone metric, 𝛽, 
corresponding to the alterna ve model specifica ons. We consider consumer 
sen ment from the University of Michigan’s household survey. The indicator is used in 
real me, that is, the value of the index corresponding to a given mee ng is the last 
available observa on at the me of the corresponding mee ng. Also, we analyze 
media sen ment processing economic headlines from The Wall Street Journal. The 
index was computed using NLI following the same procedure as in the case of FOMC 
documents. The index associated to each mee ng is equal to the average value during 
the most recent 28 days.  

For these metrics of sen ment, a sta s cally and economically significant an cipatory 
ability is verified for different specifica ons of the FOMC tone metric. For example, an 
increase of one standard devia on in the index is followed by an increment of more 
than 0.4 standard devia ons in expected consumer sen ment. In the case of WSJ 
sen ment, the expected increment is, for most specifica ons, above 0.3 standard 
devia ons. It is worth no ng that the results are quite similar under alterna ve 
specifica ons of the tone index. 

Table 3 shows the es mated coefficients for two metrics of financial condi ons. First, 
we consider a popular metric of expected stock market vola lity: CBOE’s Vola lity 
Index (VIX). The es mates show that FOMC’s tone an cipates the evolu on of 
expected vola lity. The sign of the es mated coefficient is inline with expecta ons. An 
increment in tone is followed by a drop in expected vola lity. In addi on, we verify that 
the different metrics of tone are able to an cipate stock returns as expressed by the 
Standard & Poor’s 500 index. The es mated coefficients indicate that an increment of 
one standard devia on in tone is followed, eight-mee ng-ahead, by an increment of 
approximately 6% in mean cumula ve returns.  

  



Table 2: Sen ment metric forecasts 

A. Consumer sen ment (U. of Michigan Survey) 

 

B. Media sen ment (The Wall Street Journal) 

  
Notes: The table reports standardized es mated coefficients for the corresponding tone metric (𝛽).  WSJ 
sen ment is computed for economic headlines using NLI posi vity and nega vity scores. 
Heteroskedas city-autocorrela on robust standard errors reported in parenthesis. 

 

  



Table 3: Financial market forecasts 

A. Expected Vola lity (VIX) 

   
B. Stock Market Returns (S&P 500)

 
Notes: The table reports the es mated slope for the corresponding standardized tone metric (𝛽).  
Heteroskedas city-autocorrela on robust standard errors reported in parenthesis. 
 

 

In the last set of evalua ons of foresight, we consider the ability to an cipate GDP 
growth forecasts revisions. We evaluate forecasts generated by the staff of the Board 
of Governors. These forecasts are distributed to FOMC members one week before each 
mee ng and, hence, are revised, approximately, every 6.5 weeks. We analyze revisions 
in four-quarter-ahead cumula ve growth forecasts. We es mate forecast models in 
which tone in mee ng 𝑚, 𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑒 ,  is used to an cipate the forecast revision observed 
in the next mee ng, 𝑅𝑒𝑣 .  We also es mate a longer horizon forecast model in 
which the sum of two subsequent forecast revisions is an cipated. 

In an extension of this analysis, we evaluate private sector forecasts. These projec ons 
correspond to the Survey of Professional Forecasts (SPF) and are collected by the 
Philadelphia Federal Reserve. Projec ons are released with a quarterly frequency 



around the middle of each quarter. Again, we analyze quarterly revisions in four-
quarter-ahead cumula ve growth forecasts. In these forecast exercises, the metric of 
tone corresponding to a quarter is given by that computed using the transcript of the 
first mee ng of the corresponding quarter. 

The es mated forecast models, reported in table 4, show a robust associa on between 
tone and subsequent revisions in growth forecasts. This associa on is verified both in 
the case of Fed staff forecasts and private forecasts. While the es mated coefficients 
are larger in the case of private forecasts, it must be noted that revisions to Fed staff 
forecasts occur twice more frequently.  

As in the previous analysis, we observe that when the forecast horizon is extended, the 
size of the es mated coefficient increases. This indicates that the documented 
an cipatory ability is not concentrated in the immediate future. The informa on 
content of FOMC delibera ons is seen to be spread over mul ple subsequent periods. 

In essence, our findings show the predic ve nature of tone in FOMC delibera ons. The 
documented regulari es suggest FOMC members and Fed staff are advantageously 
informed. Complementarily, the reported exercises also result in methodological 
insights dealing with the performance of different NLP methods. When analyzing 
transcripts, we note consistent results between the applica on of large language 
models (LLMs) and dic onary-based methods. In principle, dic onary methods are at a 
disadvantage because they are not able to assess the meaning of a word in its context. 
Nevertheless, we conjecture that due to the large size of the analyzed documents, this 
disadvantage does not result in a percep ble difference in the ability to approximate 
mee ngs’ sen ment. 

  



Table 4: An cipa on of growth forecast revisions 

A. Greenbook/Tealbook  
 

 
B. Survey of Professional Forecasters 

 

Notes: The table reports the es mated slope for the corresponding standardized tone metric (𝛽). 
Heteroskedas city-autocorrela on robust standard errors reported in parenthesis. 
 

 

4. Evalua on of transparency 

In this sec on, we delve into the transmission of FOMC mee ng tone informa on 
through publicly available minutes and its subsequent incorpora on into economic 
projec ons by economic analysts. For that purpose, we compute indices of tone using 
text in minutes. Next, we carry out descrip ve analysis and formal forecas ng exercises 
to iden fy the informa on content of these indices versus those computed from 
transcripts’ content. Our analysis of an cipatory ability is implemented for the case of 
private sector forecast revisions. By the real- me nature of the implemented forecast 
exercise, the analysis will simultaneously provide evidence on the extent to which 
economic analysts incorporate this informa on in an adequate manner. 
 
Figure 2 shows that, despite some discrepancies, there exists a very close associa on 
between the two metrics of tone. We verify a high Pearson correla on coefficient of 
0.84. This simple metric of associa on suggests that the transmission of mee ngs’ tone 
by minutes is sa sfactory. This strong associa on is indica ve of a transparent policy. In 
the exercises presented below, we extend the analysis through some specific 
evalua ons that will contribute to a more informa ve descrip on of the associa on 
between minutes’ and transcripts’ tone. 
  
 
 



Figure 2: Indices of FOMC mee ngs’ tone – Trancripts vs. Minutes 

 

Notes: Standardized indices resul ng from the sum of z-scores of the metrics of FOMC mee ngs’ 
transcripts or minutes under the five proposed NLP methodologies (2 dic onary methods and 3 LLMs). 

 

Inspec ng the discrepancies between the standardized indices shown in figure 2, an 
interes ng pa ern is observed around the years of the financial crisis. We observe that 
in the early stage of the financial crisis transcripts’ tone is typically lower than minutes’ 
tone. In contrast, during the late stages of the crisis, the index computed using minutes 
is lower that the index computed using transcripts. This pa ern is compa ble with 
instances in which mee ngs tone is reflec on in the minutes with a delay. 

Mo vated by this observa on, we implement a simple exercise that contributes to a 
more comprehensive characteriza on of the way in which minutes reflect transcripts’ 
tone. More specifically, we conjecture the presence of informa on rigidi es or 
underreac on. Under this conjecture, recent changes in mee ngs’ tone will be only 
par ally reflected in minutes’ content. As a result, in this scenario, we would observe a 
posi ve associa on between recent changes in mee ngs tone (∆𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑐𝑟 ) and 
the difference between transcripts’ and minutes’ tone (𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑐𝑟 −

𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝑀𝑖𝑛 ). We evaluate this hypothesis through the following model:  

𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑐𝑟 − 𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝑀𝑖𝑛 = 𝛼 + 𝛽∆𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑒_𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑐𝑟 + 𝑢             (2) 

 
Table 6 shows the es mated coefficients. It can be verified that increments in tone are, 
on average, associated to a larger difference between the tone of transcripts vs 
minutes. This suggests that there is underreac on in the tone reported in the minutes. 
The second row of es mated coefficients suggests that this inefficiency is only 
observed for the most recent change, that is, the change between the current mee ng 
tone and the immediately preceding mee ng. In contrast to what we find in the 
analysis of foresight, the reported pa ern is only observed for the shortest horizon.  
 



 
Table 6: Changes in transcripts’ tone and discrepancies 

 
Notes: The table reports the es mated slope for the corresponding change in the standardized tone 
metric (𝛽). Heteroskedas city-autocorrela on robust standard errors reported in parenthesis. 
 
 
 
Another way in which the communica on of mee ngs tone can be characterized 
involves comparing the an cipatory ability of minutes’ vs. transcripts’ indices. For this 
analysis we will consider the case of private sector forecast revisions. In contrast to 
financial or sen ment metrics, this is a metric with a straigh orward interpreta on. 
 
It must be noted that this analysis is implemented in a form that will characterize the 
way in which analysts incorporate the informa on in FOMCs’ minutes. That is, since we 
evaluate the ability to an cipate revisions in SPF growth forecasts in pseudo real- me. 
As a result, any an cipatory ability from minutes’ content will indicate a scenario in 
which analysts fail to incorporate available informa on in an adequate manner.  
 
Figure 3 shows a meline that describes the real- me forecast exercise we implement. 
We use the tone of the minute corresponding to the second mee ng of quarter 𝑞 − 1 
to an cipate the difference between the forecasts submi ed in quarters 𝑞 + 1 and 𝑞. If 
minutes’ tone were incorporated in an adequate manner, there would be no ability to 
an cipate changes in expecta ons submi ed a er minutes informa on becomes 
available.  
 
Figure 3: Timeline of FOMC mee ngs and SPF forecasts 

 
 
 
This exercise involves processing the shorted texts of FOMC’s minutes. We found that, 
in this context, Language Model Models (LLMs) yielded superior results compared to 
tradi onal dic onary-based methods. This is another contribu on of the current 
ar cle, we verify that LLMs are par cularly valuable in the case of indices computed 
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from short pieces of texts. In the analysis reported below, we focus on the case of 
indices resul ng from LLMs. 
 
Table 6 shows the results of the real- me forecas ng exercise. As shown in the 
previous sec on, we verify that transcripts provide valuable informa on regarding 
forecast revisions. In addi on, we find that minutes also provide informa on useful to 
an cipate revisions in GDP growth forecasts. In both cases, more posi ve tone 
an cipates upward revisions in GDP growth. In both cases, transcripts and minutes, 
this pa ern is more precisely es mated in the case of indices computed using finance-
related discussions. Sugges ng relevant informa on is transmi ed in an adequate 
manner, the es mated coefficient in the case of minutes’ content is similar to that 
observed for indices computed using transcripts’ content. Also, it is interes ng to 
observe that the es mated coefficient increases with forecast horizon. Hence, in line 
with what we observed when we analyzed foresight, the informa on in minutes is not 
only relevant to an cipate revisions in the near future, but it is also relevant to project 
revisions observed 2 and 3 quarters ahead. 
 
Table 6: An cipa ng SPF forecast revisions in real me (transcripts vs. minutes)

 
Notes: The table reports the es mated slope for the corresponding standardized tone metric (𝛽). 
Heteroskedas city-autocorrela on robust standard errors reported in parenthesis. 
 
 

 

5. Concluding remarks 

The study's key findings shed light on the an cipatory ability of the FOMC's mee ng 
tone, sugges ng that policymakers are advantageously informed. Addi onally, we find 
that, despite some informa on rigidi es, tone gets conveyed through the minutes of 
the mee ngs; however, analysts currently fail to adequately incorporate this valuable 
informa on into their assessments. We also report insights regarding the performance 
of alterna ve NLP methods. While dic onary-based methods prove effec ve for larger 
texts, their rela ve performance diminishes when applied to shorter text pieces such 
as minutes. 

Looking ahead, several promising avenues for research emerge. First, going beyond the 
presented metric of tone analysis, we see value in deriving and evalua ng more 
specific indicators of transcripts’ content. One such extension could involve iden fying 
the informa on content of frequency of topics discussed in the mee ngs. Also, we 



could inspect the informa on content of tone condi oning on the me-orienta on of 
the statements. We an cipate that the u liza on of Language Models (LLMs) holds a 
significant role in implemen ng this type of extensions. The possibility of a ribu ng 
statements to their authors, be it the Chair, members, or staff, presents another 
promising path for future inves ga on. 

Looking further ahead, we consider that there is value in exploring how these tools can 
contribute to our understanding how mispercep ons can drive the business cycle 
(Heymann & Sanguine  1998) and the appropriateness of different interpreta ons of 
equilibrium concepts (Heymann & Pascuini 2021).  In a similar spirit, this algorithmic 
approach can advance the understanding of narra ves as drivers of macroeconomic 
dynamics as proposed in Shiller (2017). For example, policymakers’ discourse could be 
mapped into economic models or chains of thought. In this way, we could provide new 
insights regarding the ra onale behind behavior and advance the interpreta on of the 
resul ng macroeconomic dynamics.  
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